The effect of an anomalously large absorption of electromagnetic radiation in very thin conducting fibers was investigated. Efficiency factor of absorption can reach several hundred for a fiber with a diameter of several micrometers in the centimeter wavelength range. The effect can be used to transfer the energy of electromagnetic radiation to thin fibers without focusing radiation.
Introduction
It is necessary to transfer the energy of laser or microwave radiation by small objects when solving many tasks of physics and technology: to spherical target in devices of laser thermonuclear synthesis, to active elements in fibre lasers and others. For effective energy transfer the radiation is focusing into a spot which dimensions should be comparable with the sizes of the target.
It was shown in works [1] [2] [3] [4] that electromagnetic radiation in the microwave range can be strongly absorbed in metallic wires or other thin conducting fibers, whose diameter is much smaller than the wavelength.
Focusing radiation is not necessary. The dimensions of the focal spot can be thousands of times larger than the dimensions of the target. Efficiency factor of absorption (the ratio of the area of the effective target cross-section to the area of the geometric cross-section) can reach several thousand. It is necessary that the electric vector of the wave E be parallel to the axis of the wire.
This effect is very strongly in the microwave range with a wire diameter of several micrometers. In the experiment [1] a platinum wire with a diameter of 20 μm placed in the radiation beam 3 cm in diameter at the wavelength of 1 cm about 10% of the beam energy was absorbed. The diameter of the beam was 1500 times larger than the diameter of the wire. Radiation beam on the wire was perpendicular to its axis.
Efficiency factor of absorption depends on the ratio between fiber diameter D and radiation wavelength .
At some values of D/λ there is a maximum of absorption. In Figure 1 shown the dependence of the efficiency factor of absorption for graphite fiber on its diameter. When the wavelength increases the maximum shifts toward larger diameters and increases. At  = 8 mm the graphite fiber efficiency factor of absorption at the maximum reaches 78 for a fiber diameter of 5 μm; at  = 10 cm it is 260 for a fiber diameter of 15 μm and at  = 1 m it is 780 for a fiber diameter of 50 μm.
In the case of the H-wave (the magnetic vector of the wave is parallel to the fiber axis), efficiency factor of absorption is very small. Its value does not exceed 0.01.
It was found in the work [5] that the energy absorption increases with an oblique incidence of the wave on the fiber. In Figure 2 shown the dependence of absorption of radiation with a wavelength of 1 cm in a graphite fiber with a diameter of 12 μm. The diffraction formulas of an electromagnetic wave on a circular cylinder were used by the calculations [6, 7] .
Especially strong absorption is at angles of 
Experiment and results of measurements
The absorption of microwave radiation in a thin graphite fiber at oblique incidence of the wave was measured in our experiment. The fiber diameter was D = 12 μm, the fiber length was L = 280 mm. The wavelength of the radiation was 1 cm. The radiation power in the experiment was 0.5W. A thermistor wattmeter was used to monitor the power. The radiation beam was directed on the middle of the fiber at the angle q = 68°to the normal. The beam profile is close to Gaussian. The root-mean-square radii of the beam cross-section at the point of incidence onto the fiber were rz = 4 mm in the longitudinal direction (along the fiber axis) and r х = 7 mm in the transverse direction.
The absorption of radiation in the fiber causes it to heat up and change the electrical resistance. The multimeter M3500 was used to measure the resistance.
The resistance of the fiber was R1 = 31230 Ohm at the temperature of Т1 = 20°C. Its resistance decreased to R2 = 31135 Ohm under the action of radiation.
Mathematical modeling of fiber heating by radiation
The Gaussian beam of radiation falls on the fiber the profile of which is described by formula Consequently about 6% of the incident power is absorbed in the fiber despite the fact that the diameter of the beam is 500 times larger than the diameter of the fiber.
We make three assumptions for the estimate the heating temperature of the fiber: thin fiber it does not depend on the diameter [8] .
Using equations (1) - (3) In Figure 4 shown the result of digital processing of the picture in 
Calculations by this formula using expression (4) for the temperature distribution along the fiber give such a resistance value of the "hot" fiber: R = 31125 Ohm.
In the experiment was obtained -R = 31135 Ohm. This is in good consistent. Therefore we can assume that the mathematical model correctly describes the process of fiber heating by electromagnetic radiation and the estimate of the absorbed radiation power in the fiber is 0.031 W and the absorption coefficient is 6% and corresponds to the truth.
Processing of measurement resultsabsorbed power in the fiber
We can find the heating temperature of the fiber by radiation by using equation (5): 
Conclusion
There is an effect of strong absorption of microwave radiation in very thin conducting fibers. This effect is enhanced by the sliding fall of the wave on the fiber. Experimental confirmation of this effect was given.
In the graphite fiber with a diameter of 12 μm was absorbed 10% of the energy of the microwave radiation, which was incident to it at an angle of 68°with a wavelength of 1 cm.
The diameter of the radiation beam was about 6 mm which is 500 times larger than the fiber diameter.
There is no need to focus the beam.
